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Introduction
Phylogenetic trees are fundamental for understanding the evolutionary history of a set of species. Understanding the local neighborhoods of a phylogenetic tree isessential, but since trees are high-dimensional objects, discussing these neighborhoods is difficult. We use different distance methods to explore the phylogenetictree landscape. Based on the geodesic distance between pairs of trees, we developed a method to generate trees on the shortest path between two arbitrary trees.
Method
We generate a geodesic Γ = (γ(λ) : 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) between two arbitrary trees using Theorem2.4., by Owen and Provan, 2010:
•Let T = (X, ε,Σ) and T ′ = (X, ε′,Σ′) are two disjoints trees.
•A Support (A,B) s.t. A = (A1, A2, ..., Ak) and B = (B1, B2, ..., Bk)

•The geodesic distance L(Γ) = ‖(‖A1‖, ..., ‖Ak‖) + (‖B1‖, ..., ‖Bk‖)‖
•k + 1 legs of geodesic:

Γi =



[
γ(λ) : λ

1−λ ≤
||A1||
||B1||

]
i = 0[

γ(λ) : ||Ai ||||Bi || ≤
λ

1−λ ≤
||Ai+1||
||Bi+1||

]
i = 1, ..., k − 1[

γ(λ) : λ
1−λ ≥

||Ak ||
||Bk ||

]
i = k

•A sample tree Ti = (X, εi,Σi) for i th leg, s.t.
εi = B1 ∪ ... ∪ Bi ∪ Ai+1 ∪ ... ∪ Ak , |e|Ti =

{
(1−λ)||Aj ||−λ||Bj ||

||Aj || |e|T e ∈ Aj
λ||Bj ||−(1−λ)||Aj ||

||Bj || |e|T ′ e ∈ Bj
Figure 1. Geodesic distance of L(Γ) = ‖(‖A1‖, ‖A2‖) + (‖B1‖, ‖B2‖)‖ = 15

√
2 withsupport (A,B) s.t. A = (A1, A2) = ({e2, e3}, {e1}) and B = (B1, B2) = ({e6}, {e4, e5}).

Results

Figure 2: Cubic interpolation of the tree space, displaying both the contour and the surface of tree space by applying the geodesic distance method of GTP (Owen and Provan,2010). Each dot is a tree; the lighter the dot, the higher the likelihood of the tree. The red dots are the trees generated on the shortest path (geodesic) between two arbitrary trees.We generated a sample of 100,000 trees using the Bayesian Phylogeny inference program REVBAYES and their tutorial dataset primates_cytb_JC. We extracted 500 rooted treescollected during the MCMC run after removing half of the trees as burn-in. We used the geodesic distance metric among all trees to visualize the relationship among them usingMultidimensional Scaling.
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The relationship
among all species is
treelike. We do not
know the actual tree
but infer likely trees
using sequence data.
Establishing the
neighborhood of a
tree is difficult. Our
method allows us to
present and evaluate
trees on the shortest
geodesic path
between two arbitrary
trees. Extensions of
these path-trees will
improve visualization
of tree space and also
improve the heuristic
search for the best
tree.


